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Because the efficacy and safety of those substances have not been totally evaluated in

animal and human trials, the use of a few of these medicine could lead to sudden side

effects. MDMB-CHMICA is an indole-based artificial cannabinoid that could presumably be a

potent agonist of the CB1 receptor and has been sold online as a designer drug. While

MDMB-CHMICA was initially sold under the name "MMB-CHMINACA", the compound similar

to this code name (i.e. the isopropyl instead of t-butyl analogue of MDMB-CHMINACA) has

been recognized on the designer drug market in 2015 as AMB-CHMINACA. Our organic and

analytical chemists specialize in the fast improvement of producing processes and analytical

strategies to hold out scientific and industrial GMP-API production. Pre-clinical drug

discovery efforts are currently underway within the areas of bone restoration and restore,

muscular dystrophy, oncology, and inflammation.
 

A separate group of Ph.D.-level scientists are dedicated to offering Hit-to-Lead Discovery and

Profiling Services for epigenetic targets. Our educated chemists can be contracted to carry

out complete sample evaluation for analytes measured by nearly all of our assays. We

additionally supply a broad range of analytical services using LC-MS/MS, HPLC, GC, and

many other techniques.
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Our analysis chemical substances are principally structuralorfunctional analogof acontrolled

substancethat has been designed to imitate the pharmacological effects of the original drug,

whereas avoiding classification as illegal and/or detection in standarddrug exams. Research

chemicals includepsychoactive substancesas nicely as analogs ofperformance-enhancing

drugs. Some of these mmb-chemical cas number were originally synthesized by educational

or industrial researchers in an effort to find more potent derivatives with fewer unwanted facet

effects and were later co-opted for leisure use. Other research chemical substances had

been prepared for the first time in clandestine laboratories.
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The development of designer drugs could also be thought of a subfield ofdrug design. The

exploration of modifications to known energetic drugs—such as theirstructural

analogues,stereoisomers, and derivatives—yields drugs that will differ considerably in effects

from their “parent” drug (e.g., displaying increased potency, or decreasedside effects). In

mmb-chmica, , designer drugs have similar effects to other identified drugs, however have

fully dissimilar chemical buildings (e.g.JWH-018vsTHC). MMB-CHMICA RM (Item No.

17984) is an analytical reference material that is structurally categorized as a synthetic

cannabinoid.
 

The physiological and toxicological properties of this compound usually are not known. Over

the past thirty years, Cayman developed a deep knowledge base in lipid biochemistry,
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together with research involving the arachidonic acid cascade, inositol phosphates, and

cannabinoids. This data enabled the manufacturing of reagents of remarkable quality for

cancer, oxidative injury, epigenetics, neuroscience, inflammation, metabolism, and many

extra strains of research. Our scientists are specialists in the synthesis, purification, and

characterization of biochemicals ranging from small drug-like heterocycles to complex

biolipids, fatty acids, and lots of others. We are also highly expert in all features of assay and

antibody development, protein expression, crystallization, and structure dedication.
 

Side Effects
 

Cayman Chemical's mission is to assist make research possible by supplying scientists

worldwide with the basic analysis tools necessary for advancing human and animal health.

Our utmost dedication to healthcare researchers is to supply the very best quality products

with an affordable pricing policy. Bertin Technologies restricts the sale of this product to

licensed managed substance laboratories and certified educational analysis institutions.

Supplier of assay kits, antibodies, biochemicals, and proteins and supplier of contract

analysis companies. MDMB-CHMICA acts as a extremely potent full agonist of the CB1

receptor with an efficacy of 94% and an EC50 worth of zero.14 nM, which is roughly eight

times lower than the EC50 of JWH-018 (1.thirteen nM) and twofold lower than AB-

CHMINACA (0.27 nM).
 

MDMB-CHMICA is towards the law in Austria, Canada, China, Croatia, Denmark, Estonia,

Finland, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Louisiana, Luxembourg, Norway,

Portugal, Turkey, the UK, Sweden and Switzerland.


